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       Hack the Rainbow Webinar Series: The State of DAOs withJames Young, Auryn MacMillan, Jack Durose, and Burrata. This is a panel about the state of DAOs. The focus is to ask the moderators what is top of mind for them, to see what DAOs + NEAR could mean? Burrata: I like DAOs I think they are cool, I participate in quite a few of them. I help design them and I help deploy them. I think it is just great that we can have socio-economic coordination mechanisms where all of the parties involved can collectively make decisions, have voice, and also exit rights. I think if we have more systems that empower people like that, we will have a better world. Auryn MacMillan: I have been involved in the Ethereum space since genesis, and was really heavily involved around the DAO. Helped found DAO hub which was the forum of the DAO community. Then spent some time kind of freelancing, and ended up at Colony for a couple of years, and then recently, I have moved over to Gnosis and work as the product manager for the token issuance framework. Similar to Burrata I participate in a handful of DAOs across the full spectrum of DAO frameworks, Aragon, DAOstack, Colony, etc. and I am generally into the idea of more equitable organizations that can align incentives for the people participating. Daniel: A research engineer at Colony. Before that I have experience for many years in housing cooperatives. I know a lot about that, and then I did political economy. I am also very excited about the way that we can give people new ways for participating. Something I am especially excited about is how we can use technology and computers to change the experience of participating - a lot of the standard way we make decisions together is based on systems developed 100 to 200 years ago. I think that there is a lot of opportunity to think about new types of interactions enabled by computers. For example there are cybernetics, and game design to create new ways of interacting beyond just the methods that we have making them. So that is something that I think is very interesting. James Young: I have been in the Ethereum space for a while - since 2016 - before that I was in gaming. My interest in DAOs is coordination - I helped write the original Moloch DAO and working on Moloch V3 right now. I think for me, when it comes to crypto, I think of it as a socio-economic network, so I think of tokens as a way to bind collective interests together. I think of it coming from my background in social networking: I was in gaming and launched a number of social games in the past. My perspective is more of it being how do you quantify and potentially convert social signal into economic value and what are the mechanisms of what you need for that. I am at a bridge where we have consumer facing product called Colabland and we just enabled token access into discord or telegram groups. And so just trying to find ways where we can have this hybrid situation where a lot of us in Web3 understand what it’s like to use metamask and what not. I am trying to figure out how to provide tooling for the masses. So how to make the UI/UX easy to use and how to coordinate groups that already exist in these other distribution platforms. 1 Matt: I am kind of like a DAO me - I don’t know all of the in’s and out’s and technical features of the DAOs. I am just fascinated by DAOs and what’s been happening with DAO’s. I am here to ask those entry level questions. I am also working with NEAR and have been tasked as the multi-sig, 2FA guy for our wallet, so I can answer a lot of technical questions around accounts and key pairs so that if that conversation goes that way, how could DAO’s sort of look feel and behave on NEAR. Burrata, can you give everyone a newbie friendly intro to DAOs and then we can start from there? Burrata: A DAO is just a coordination mechanism. Essentially people have been making agreements together for quite a while, you can just hang out and say we are going to do a thing - hopefully a thing happens. You can write it down on a peice of paper and it’s a little more legit. But now with blockchains, we have the ability to write things down in a way that is cryptographically verifiable and enforceable. Essentially what we do is we write down some contracts that say, this is the thing that we are doing, and then via the ETH blockchain like NEAR or whatever, then we can execute those contracts and say, okay we are going to do a thing, and then the thing happens. So if you are managing tokens, that is pretty easy. If you are putting up a signal vote to do something on chain, the outcome of that vote will be verified on the chain - and that is pretty much it. It is just a tool that helps people coordinate. The outcome and what people can do is just a tool that lets people collectively decide to do things, and then have that thing be verified on the blockchain and if it is managing tokens, enforced on the blockchain. Matt: What are some of the mechanisms that guard against the wealthy having all of the cash and all of the votes? I assume DAO’s are based on some sort of voting shares or votes? Burrata: It depends! If you want to do a good old fashion cooperative, everyone gets one person one vote, and you call it a day. If it is a permissioned DAO you know the people, you onboard them manually, you say they can join, cool. If it is permissionless, you might want to have some sybil resistant ID type situation or something to verify it is a unique person and then let them join. If you are not going to verify who is joining and it’s like an open-permissionless type of situation you might want some sort of mechanism like conviction voting where you have to actually stake your token and how long its staked in will increase your voting weight - so it’s not actually an immediate coin holder vote but there is a little more nuance there - but it is a hard problem to solve! It is not solved by any means. Good old fashioned cooperatives are an easy way to do it, but as you get into more large open public networks, solving that problem gets harder and harder. Daniel: One thing I could also add is, if you are looking for something beyond tokens which can be purchased and are fungible, you want some other number you are going to want something more along the lines of reputation - which is not fungible, it’s locked to an account and there is many ways one can go about implementing that, earning it, using it whatever, and that is a bigger conversation. But tokens can be bought and traded which leads to plutocracy, but some other number which can be earned in other ways, and are locked to your account, allows for some more complex interactions. And also going back to the point of conviction 2 voting and time, which is very important, I think it is worth thinking about how time and money are interchangeable - the people who are wealthy have money, but tend not to have time, while people who have less money tend to have more time. How can you have this joint metric that incorporates both time and money? And conviction voting is just one indicator, because the people that are wealthy don’t have time, while the people who have time are maybe not wealthy. But by allowing both of those inputs to come into play, makes them both more complex. What is Conviction Voting? Daniel: At a high level, you lock tokens, and the longer you lock them, the more valuable your vote becomes. So it incorporates time and the idea that there is an opportunity cost to lock your tokens, and that should make itself more valuable. Also more importantly, it actually kind of indicates a consistent opinion - inasmuch as if someone holds an idea for a long period of time, and sticks to it as the world changes - then you really should take it more seriously since they are not just changing their mind based on the current trends. They really believe in something. So it makes a lot of sense that the longer someone has held a position for the more seriously they will take it. Auryn: so we got to this chat kind of talking about how mechanisms to limit or avoid plutocracy: I guess I would like to make a counter argument that conviction voting is actually a mechanism for that. You mentioned that someone with a lot of money generally has less time, and someone with more time has less money, in the case of conviction voting, it is really about how long a person can afford to not have their money - it is the opportunity cost. Like someone with more money, has more ability to lock their tokens up, because they don’t necessarily have to use those tokens to pay rent and buy food, in that sense. So conviction voting, is probably as plutocratic as some of the systems because of that. Someone who has the ability to lock up their tokens, probably has [inaudible]. Burrata: But it depends on the tokens. If the tokens are tradeable yes. If they are reputation tokens not so much. So the mechanism itself is different then the tokens that are used in the mechanism. So it is good to differentiate. Auryn: Yes totally, and I think that highlights two points - 1. The way you acquire vote weight. If it’s a fungible liquid token that you can acquire on the market, or if it is acquired some other way - proof of uniqueness, or someone vouching for you - and then the 2) element is how your input is weighted. So if it is purely kind of token weighted vs. if it is modulated by some other factor like quadratic voting, where your vote weight is the square root of your token holding or the tokens you have put into voting, as opposed to the token weight itself. So there are two inputs: One on how you actually own the vote weight, and Two how the vote weight is actually calculated relative to [inaudible]. I think the vote weight can help determine if a system is actually plutocratic. 3 Matt: James can you give us a walkthrough of Moloch? The past, the present, the future - what have you guys learned to date, and maybe let’s just start with a quick introduction on how it all works. And what are the basic functions that you need to implement in the DAO to be usable as a basic DAO? James: We actually have been working on Moloch for 2 years, prior to it being launched. Kind of on and off. It was very complex - it had multiple tokens and all of this. Then I think it was the end of 2018 or so when on twitter, people were saying ETH 2.0, we need funding for it, and then Vitalik YOLO’d on twitter and said okay here you go, here is some money for you to help with ETH 2.0 research, and here is some money for you, and for you, and we were like, well there must be some better way than just asking for funds on twitter, so we said the next ETH global event, what we will do is launch Moloch and that was the forcing function to reduce it as quickly as possible and NDP the smallest thing, so we launched and we were taking bets, like on an Augur market in terms of like how much capital would be inside of the Moloch contract. We launched it on Valentine’s day 2019, and then they said okay will there be more than 1 million dollars in the Moloch contract by the sumemr of that year, and it was like 70 - 80% saying no. And then within like a month and a half, to two months of Moloch being brought to life on ETH it had like a million dollars in it. There was something there. The core thing about Moloch - well with any DAO you can boil it down to, in my opinion, as a multisig with some nifty voting functions. People put in money, or it comes into this shared pie, and then people are voting quadratic voting, conviction voting, majority voting, however you want and then those funds get allocated. So in terms of what we thought as Moloch, we envisioned it as a coordination mechanism and the initial idea - back in like 2017 - the title is, YC without the YC. Okay we have crypto and we can coordinate, how do we do this in a decentralized fashion. We wanted it to be like this venture accelerator. That was the vision of it. But we had to boil it down, and wanted to make sure that we kept it within regulatory statues and what not - so we just made it grant giving. It was really just this MVP for Moloch version 1. Moloch version 2 took on a life of its own. It was mainly spearheaded by tow projects: the LAO and meta cartel ventures. Fulfilling that original vision of a venture DAO. Moloch V3, what we have taken from a year and a half of people using it and getting feedback from it, is we need to make it a bit more modular. So it’s basically a re-write essentially. Instead of trying to make the perfect system the approach was, what is the minimum viable solution based off of demand. And I think that in my time in crypto, in general - to pull back a little bit - for the audience here, I have suffered from the last few years because crypto is like this brave new world you can do so many things - I should build X,Y and Z build it and they will come - really hasn’t resonated right? Like in crypto, in blockchain, there aren’t that many users. So what I have learned from this whole Moloch experience the meta kind of lesson, is that you just build based off of demand. Just try to launch your most minimum viable thing that you need to launch and kind of that is really the takeaway from a general development perspective. 4 In terms of the Moloch version 1, the success of it, was first the naming of it - calling it Moloch. People were like, what is this? We initially called it Moloch, because there was a lot of interest around DAOs but a lot of it was purely academic. So what we wanted to do was filter for people that actually wanted to get something done. So everyone that saw Moloch initially it was kind of like this mimetic filter of like, oh wait this is like this God of Child sacrifice - it was this blog post by Scott Alexander talking about how we cannot have nice things, so the Meme was rooted in this like we want to just air on the side of doing something, instead of keeping this academic. This is kind of in line with the demand - built for what people actually want to use like right now. I think that was hindsight, one of the good things about Moloch, it was so short in terms of code - people could grasp it, understand it, and then just deploy it. From that it just built up this kind of community of people. So I think this was kind of the approach - it was the minimum viable DAO. I guess that is the biggest lesson. Auryn: You mentioned the Meme being one of the primary reasons of success. I think the meme was hugely influential, and I think the other thing that was a pretty unique insight and one of the major reasons for molochs success is the rage quit function - it makes participating in a DAO very, very low risk - where I know that I can contribute to a Moloch DAO and if I decide that I don’t like where it’s going I can leave and get some chunk of that funding back without anyone else's permission. That to me, makes it much easier to then go commit to something that you are not quite sure about. James: Yeah the rage quite was inspired by a meme, Dunsier, he had this site called hacking distributed, and he broke down kind of the flaws of the original DAO. It’s kind of like the tinder for DAOs - you can date and not have to be like fully committed. Having that threshold you are more apt to swipe right if you can get our quickly. It’s so your funds are not captured. That was part of the appeal of Moloch. What changed from Moloch V1 to V2 - and maybe describe a little bit about how you are making Moloch V3 more modular? James: Moloch V2 added multitoken support, and so that was 1 thing - it was this kind of like collateralizing the DAO with other tokens. That was part of the original version of moloch, and we got rid of it because we didn’t have enough time. We thought, let’s build it for this use-case. It was this existential issue with ETH 2.0 so let’s just support ETH. That’s why the original Moloch is just Wrapped ETH, cause then we set the stage for any ERC20 token of the future, and to give any other multitoken support. I guess it is similar in a very broad sense to what Maker did. With Moloch V2, it kind of went against this original version from V1 where you can just leave and take your toys with you. With V2 there was this Guild kit - you had a lot of these Hanger on’s from V1 that you could vote to take out. So that is kind of like not so much from a philosophical perspective which meant people could be ganged up on because the use-case that it was built for was venture funding. Those were the two major things. With Moloch V3 it is just trying to be more modular. The use case now - in a world where you cannot take gas for granted - its like, is there this possibility of having the DAO on mainnet and then voting on different Chains that may have different cost attributes so that it doesn’t cost more to vote than it is for whatever you are voting on. Those are the things we are talking now. 5 The appeal of Moloch V1 was that it was so easy to use, and so easy to understand, and now just by the nature of versioning you want to get better and make it more feature rich, which introduces complexity. So there is always the balance of how modular or generic you would like to make it to still have that original appeal. When you build general use-cases, then you kind of lose site and you don't build for anyone. There is still a balance there that we are still negotiating. NiMA: Yes, actually another interesting feature of rage-quit, if I understood correctly, is that you do not have to implement a lot of minority protections - kind of legal protections around normal corporations with the rage quit, because if something is going to happen to you and your interests and your funds you can just rage quit and leave with your funds, unless you are the person that has proposed those things to happen. So that is definitely very interesting. I wanted to also switch topics a little bit and as Max about NEAR’s account system - can you do anything under 2 minutes? Because I think there are some unique features that can enable you to make some new designs for DAOs that might be interesting for everyone. Matt: Sure, we did an account jam earlier for like an hour. So basically, for people coming from the Ethereum world you can think of NEAR’s account system basically that every account on NEAR is like a multisig. But the add-key delete-key is basically a primitive of the protocol, so it’s available from the javascript sdk, it’s available inside the contract run time - inside the contract language, whether you are using assemblyscript, or rust, or I don’t think it would work with the EVM contracts because the kind of underlying primitive is not there. Basically, you can add keys and delete keys to an account now with any key pair, who has the private key is the person that can sign a transaction for that public key. The nice thing about the key system is that if we have Matt.NEAR you can have many keys on your account: Some are full access keys, which basically can do anything, and some keys that are added to that account can be limited access keys, or function-call access keys. Basically these keys can be given a small allowance of Gas that they are allowed to spend and they can be scoped to the individual methods on a contract that is deployed on that account. So let’s say Matt.NEAR I deploy a multi-sig contract - I can wipe out all of my full access keys, and only leave behind a couple or like two or three keys that govern a multisig. So you need a signature from two out of three of those keys, to make something happen, and those keys are allowed to call certain methods on the contract, but they are not allowed to like send NEAR arbitrarily on their own, otherwise they would basically be a full access key. How do you define that threshold for that multisig? It is in the contract probe itself. The multsig is written in Rust. When you deploy the contract, you set the number of confirmations. So you say - I need two signatures to make a request happen. You can also kind of 6 vote to change the number of confirmations - you can go from a multisig that needs two confirmations to one that only needs one. The only thing is, to not set your number of confirmations, higher than the number of keys deployed to the account. To wrap up this idea about keys - as you guys know, everybody probably has called a method on a contract that they did not deploy and is not their own account: I am talking about this in like Ethereum world. So you know that you can add a modifier - like an owner modifier - and say that only the owner of the contract can call this - might be the deployer might be someone else. But what is interesting about these limited access keys in NEAR is that I can add an access key to Matt.NEAR that is basically a part of my account, that is limited and scoped to calling functions on someone else's account. So it can have a different receiver. So its pretty cool. So basically like if it’s me and Alice.near, Alice could have a contract deployed on her account, and she could approve adding a key, and then someone else - anyone else, could have the private key and be scoped to calling a limited amount of functions on that contract. So it’s really interesting and you can see all of these really cool use cases popping up. James: So if I were to make an analogy, on Ethereum you have a computer that is only root access, whereas on NEAR the account system is like an ACL essential? An access control list, where you can have different levels of permissions on - so it’s almost like halfway there in terms of becoming a DAO itself. So its this weird blend here. Cause all a DAO really is in my mind, is a multisig with different voting schemes. And so if you can create that function and that voting scheme you basically have a DAO. It’s basically people coordinating whether you own all of those keys to that account. Or its multiple people on the internet - the code doesn’t care about the ownership part of it - and if you have these access permissions you can vote to add people or add methods or remove methods, at a high level - you actually have a DAO. Conceptualizing a DAO on NEAR I think would be slightly different because you have this assumption of ACL that doesn’t quite exist out of the box, when it comes to like an EVM based chain. NiMA: Burrata, does this give you any ideas for how to Build DAOs in different ways on NEAR? Burrata: I think James pretty much nailed it, it creates an ACL system out of the box, what Aragon does pretty much is create this ACL system on top of Ethereum and then allow you to compose various contracts together to wire up a DAO based on that. So if you have that out of the box then it would be a lot easier to iterate on these things so you have these modular systems that are DAOified without necessarily needing to be a “DAO”. You have almost like a network of permissioning, that can create a lot of interesting potential new types of networks. Which almost would expand the idea of DAO onto more of a social network than onto a specific entity or organization. NiMA: Very interesting. So it kind of goes from hub and spoke to everyone being a node in a decentralized DAO? Could you call it that? 7 Burrata: Yeah I think that is the idea. Most DAO’s we see take traditional corporate structures, and instantiate them on blockchain - legal contracts, solidity contracts, etc. Now that we have these more advanced tools we can create some more interesting socio-economic coordination mechanisms that will become new things that we may or may not have words for. Daniel: Economically you can look at it like a lot of different firms having permission from each other as an extension: You have a network of organizations that are interfacing with each other and it kind of makes sense. NiMA: Daniel we also wanted to hear more from you about some mechanisms that exist on colony, that are not in Moloch DAO? What is in colony that is not perhaps existing in Moloch? Daniel: So there are three things here. The first thing, is that one of colonies design principles, is permissionless by default. We are trying to create more of a democracy on chain. A big idea there is how much autonomy and control can you give a single account, without allowing an oversized influence over resources it shouldn’t have. So the idea that you want to allocate resources and it has to pass with a majority vote that is kind of like an older-traditional style decisionmaking process that we would very much like to leave in the past, so one example, something that we have done for funding: We don’t really have an idea of a funding proposal that passes or fails. What occurs is not that the proposal passes all in one shot, but on the amount of support - money will be transferred over time. We have much more of a continuous space of outcomes, and it is much less discrete. If I want to transfer money from A to B and no one else supports me, then it will happen extremely slowly. It might take a year to fulfill my funding request, instead of 20 minutes. The idea though is that it can still occur. So instead of having a locking, motion based process, where everything has to go through a motion process and if it doesn’t pass nothing occurs, you have much more of a non-blocking ongoing, almost cybernetic process of managing resources based on a variety of inputs that are all occuring asynchronously. So that is kind of the vision and the paradigm. So going back to the game inspiration that I mentioned, something that is really appealing is that we create more of a game like experience where the player is a participant in the DAO has many options available to them - I can make a request for funding, I can support this, I can do that, they can take plenty of actions that are unblocking, and every individual action changes the game world in a very small and incremental way. So we move past all or nothing motions and it becomes sort of an ongoing incremental action space that affects the organization. That is a high level kind of reflecting where the appeal is. Something else that we have got going on, that is a little on the unique side is a decaying reputation system. It’s beyond plutocratic token holding: You have other types of metrics. You cannot transfer it, you cannot buy it. It’s not required for us to be the case, but it is a case over time. So the game world is continuing to advance and develop separate from the players actions. Everyone has a reputation based on their past actions, but that reputation state is always changing. Nothing is ever fixed. Everything is constantly in motion over time. 8 The third thing is that we recently finished our general purpose voting mechanism - although not quite. If something is uncontested it can pass without a vote. The amount of people who need to put out input on something scales as a function of its contentiousness. A DAO stack has something similar with its quiet ending mechanism. But we have a sort of a more dynamic mechanism that will make votes more difficult depending on contentious the vote is. Auryn: One really cool mechanic that colony - or I guess Daniel came up with - that is not yet in the system is a budget box. Budget box is this really dope funding allocation mechanism that provides round-the-clock voting on how to allocate funding. You take this random comparison of different proposals, and essentially just make this binary choice of which one you think is valued more. With enough inputs from enough different members in the organization, then the algorithms, determine the optimal way to allocate those funds. It is a really elegant mechanism, and it kind of hints at something that has been said for a while: Moloch DAO was kind of designed as this reaction to coordination failure. The Moloch DAO is this attempt at a solution to it. The really ironic thing is that Moloch DAOs take an incredible amount of coordination to run. You still need to get these proposals up, and coordinate around voting for them. Something’s limit how much coordination is necessary - but even with these, there is still a huge amount of coordination required to operate them. Things like budget box are really, really interesting. Where the desired result is the creation of different coordination systems. Quadratic funding is another example of that, where the result is well allocated funding for public goods. Matt: In general I don’t think that centralization is necessarily bad - it’s lack of exit. So you have these Defi community tokens that need governance, and the idea is to exit to community as soon as possible. One of the big things for me, when it comes to the DAO space in general, outside of like whatever framework you want to do, is that you see the groups that are more revenue minded - and are thinking about sustainability - they are coming from these trader mindsets, and not from these organizational governance mindsets - you look at what happened with Uniswap yesterday, they have a governance token, what did they use? Compound? Compound’s governance is very, very simple. Yet Compound’s focus as a product was not governance at all. It makes you think that we have to build to specific use-cases here, and I think that a compound didn’t choose these other DAO frameworks, because they were either too hard to understand or like, it didn’t meet their requirements so they built their own. So now in terms of assets under management for these different products, it’s not these DAO based organizational frameworks. Its these bi products from these other DeFI projects that are being used. What is the measure of usefulness here? Is it like being able to have all of these different components where you can vote and do all of these different things, or is it actually usage, or the amount of assets under management? 9 NiMA: I was wondering, like why do we even need to decide if we are going to use this DAO framework or another one? What is the reason that these frameworks exist, and why doesn’t every programmer just code their own access control layer, or their own non-DAO DAO. And does something like NEAR, with protocol layer functions, does that help? Why Do we have to use an existing DAO Framework? Matt: I think that as the industry has evolved, developers should just build their own specific use-case. I have come around to believing more in not-building something general, because if you are building something general, you are really not building for anyone when you are trying to build for everyone. So I am tending towards this specific use-case and then embrace, being able to leverage and remix. That is kind of core to internet culture itself - right? Where you just leverage and it is just this whole idea of money legos. So you build these small modules and then piece them together. You have this mono repo of DAO frameworks, and this is just how we express it. When it comes to Aragon, we only know what we experience, and we try to project the future that we are building based off of what we know of it. Aragon is modelled after corporations because that is what we know, and with any technology that is what happens. The first vehicles didn’t actually have a steering wheel - it had two ropes. It takes a while to kind of re-envision the medium of crypto and voting for what it actually is. That kind of takes time. NiMA: One day, someone could create a DAO that just monitors your likes on your twitter feed which is public, and based on that could signal and you would still have the option to modify your vote. End of Session - Begin of Q and A: Minute 100:42. 10 
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